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Polls and the Horse Race: GOP Primary (2012)
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Downside: Timing, the earlier the poll is done, the less likely anyone
will know the candidate – especially a challenger. Boosting name
recognition is the biggest problem for the challenger.
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Trial Heat Surveys: technically not a survey but rather a question or
series of questions within a survey. Trial heat questions pair competing
candidates and ask citizens who they would vote for in such a contest.
(as mentioned previously): “If the election were held today, would you
vote for X or Y?”
Sometimes these questions are about actual candidates; other times –
especially early in an election – questions are asked among
hypothetical contenders
Important to interpret trial heats cautiously, especially when Election
Day is very far away. Much can change between when the survey took
place and the election (Wesley Clark in 2004, Fred Thompson in 2008,
Rick Perry in 2012)
Thus, trial heats taken far in advance of an election measure name
recognition more than anything else.
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race). The reason not everyone polls daily is cost.
Some pollsters use rolling samples: Nightly collection of surveys
(n=200, for example), where the daily poll numbers are a rolling
average of the past three days. This is what Gallup does.
Allows pollsters/researchers to study daily changes and electoral
dynamics
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Gallup Tracking Poll (2008)
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represents the same target population but is among a different sample
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Cross-sectional surveys only reveal the net change in opinion; they
cannot tell poll consumers about the pattern of individual-level change
that produced the net result.
Panel surveys: The same individuals are interviewed two or more times
– a more costly and difficult process because the same respondents
must be interviewed repeatedly. May be hard among, say, college
students, because this population moves a lot. Also, many
respondents may not want to participate in multiple interviews.
But, panel surveys provide better information about the dynamics of
the campaign and voter decision making than do cross-sectional
surveys.
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Deliberative Opinion Polls: Combines elements of both focus groups
and standard public opinion polls
Brings together a representative group of citizens, provides them with
information and opportunity to discuss issues; then polls them on
those issues
Fishkin (1992, 1996) argues that this is a more normatively pleasing
way to view how the public thinks or can think.
This type of poll is very expensive, however, because it requires
bringing together a representative sample and providing fair and
balanced materials about the issues at hand.
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projections on election night.
Advantages: Polls of actual voters, so no need to make guesses about
who will vote – as we saw with the likely voter model. Polls collected
in most states (at least big states). Polls can be tabulated quickly.
Polls are used by journalists and academics to understand American
voting behavior.
Exit polls are generally accurate, but as states move to vote-by-mail
(OR, WA) and as the electorate diversifies, exit polls may become less
reliable.
Disadvantages: May deter people in western states from voting;
precincts sampled that tend to look like the state as a whole – often
systematically under-represents liberal minorities at expense of
conservative minority voters
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Gore Florida Winner, 2000
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Types of Polls: Push Polls
“An insidious form of negative campaigning disguised as a political
poll. ‘Push polls’ are not surveys at all, but rather unethical political
telemarketing – telephone calls disguised as research that aim to
persuade large numbers of voters and affection election outcomes,
rather than measure opinion.”
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“An insidious form of negative campaigning disguised as a political
poll. ‘Push polls’ are not surveys at all, but rather unethical political
telemarketing – telephone calls disguised as research that aim to
persuade large numbers of voters and affection election outcomes,
rather than measure opinion.”
Different from political polls that may have pro/attack information in
them
Legitimate polls use samples representative of all voters. “Push polls”
use telephone banks to canvass large numbers of voters. Legitimate
polls may seek out weaknesses of candidates and attempt to ascertain
impact on voters of knowledge of these weaknesses, as well as issues
and other facets of a political campaign. “Push polls” attack selected
candidates, and research is not intent.
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Uses of Polls by Candidates

Decision to seek/not seek office
Parties may conduct polls as a way to recruit candidates
Fundraising: If a candidate can show they are ahead/close, then
people are more likely to donate to their campaign
Candidates may attack a public poll when it shows them performing
poorly. “The only poll that counts is the poll taken on Election Day”
(sure fire way to know that a candidate is likely to drop out or will get
wiped)
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Why Presidential Polls May be Wrong
In general, presidential polls are very accurate. As use of polls
increases at the national/state level, pollsters and statisticians now
aggregate polling data to better predict election outcomes (think Nate
Silver)
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Final events may have occurred in last two days before election (when
pollsters are mostly done). For example, Hillary Clinton in New
Hampshire primary 2008
Lots of undecided voters heading into Election Day
The race is extremely close
The poll’s likely voter model
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Nate Silver in all his glory
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